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Dear committee,

Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission, to press upon you the critical need to address ecosystem
decline in Victoria.

As a long term active member of the Friends of Merri Creek here in the inner north of Melbourne, I've seen how
necessary environmental controls and their robust defence is required due to the unfortunately regular pollution
events that threaten our parkland (new housing development runoff into the creek, and firefighting foams runoff
due to waste stockpiles 'catching' on fire creating toxic smoke, chemical dumps, etc...). The EPA needs better
funding and vastly higher and/or the ability to issue harsher jail terms are required to deter this now common
problem. The use of our creek as a drain by others, especially the new housing developments whose run‐off create
turbidity issues essentially killing almost all water life, and the loss of our natural spaces needs to stop. Any gains by
all the work that a tireless committed volunteer force make to try to revive natural areas is so rapidly undone by
such (sadly) regular pollution events. Platypus were just being sighted back in t
he Merri Creek a few years ago, but have not been seen since. This iconic Australian animal is in danger of becoming
extinct.

Victoria’s environmental laws should be the foundation for addressing ecosystem decline in the state which has
been a steady and ongoing process since colonisation. Key contributing drivers include land clearing, impacts of
urban expansion, over extraction of natural resources such as water and timber, and the introduction of invasive
species. Further to this climate change is now amplifying these threats which makes addressing this issue much
more urgent.

The Inquiry into ecosystems decline in Victoria should take into account the following reforms to help ensure that
we make the most of this opportunity:

1. Resource and implement the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988. The Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act is the
centrepiece of Victoria's biodiversity conservation legislation. Reforms last year have “refreshed and modernised”
the Act, updating the objectives, adding a new duty for public authorities, and introducing new conservation tools.
However, none of these reforms will be worth the paper that they're written on If they are not properly
implemented.
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2. Make sure our nature protection laws are climate ready. The past summer’s devastating bushfires demonstrate
the terrible impact that climate change can have on our wonderful natural places and wildlife. Climate change
presents a massive challenge to Victorian ecosystems. Failing to address climate change stops our laws working
effectively. Climate adaption must be a part of our legal frameworks.

3. Improve compliance and enforcement with our environmental laws. A significant change was made last year
when, following a damning review of timber harvesting regulation in Victoria, the government established the Office
of Conservation the Regulator. This move, while a welcome recognition that the implementation and enforcement
of our nature protection laws needs to be improved, does not go far enough. We need an independent conservation
regulator with a clear legislative foundation and all the legal powers needed to ensure Victoria’s conservation laws
are compiled with.

4. Protect Victoria’s precious wildlife. Victoria's Wildlife Act 1975 is out of date and no longer meets community
expectations when it comes to protecting our precious wildlife. It should be reformed to make sure that it meets the
Victorian community’s expectations for how our valued wildlife will be protected and preserved for future
generations.

5. Prevent the harmful impacts of new development. While the Morrison government is in a hurry to handover
responsibilities under our national environmental law ‐ the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act ‐ to state governments, we know that Victorian laws are not fit for purpose. Victoria's planning laws and
environmental impact assessment laws need to be brought up to date to make sure that infrastructure projects
properly account for their impacts on Victoria's biodiversity before we even think about handing over
responsibilities.

6. Stop the drivers of ecosystem decline. Nature protection laws should be a safety net. We need to address the
pressure on Victorian biodiversity protection laws by removing key drivers of ecosystem decline such as native
forest logging, unsustainable use of water resources, and the impact of invasive species. Stopping native forest
logging sooner rather than later, more sustainable water resource management, and new fit for purpose invasive
species management legislation are needed of ecosystem decline is to be turned around.

7. Boost ecosystem restoration. Nature protection laws alone will not be enough – our laws must also guide and
encourage the restoration of Victoria’s ecosystems. With climate change already having a terrible impact on
Victorian flora and fauna, the challenge is urgent. Whether it be on public land or private land, our land
management must be subject to appropriate obligations to ensure that ecological processes and natural assets are
there for future generations to enjoy.

Strong nature protection laws will provide the backbone for a healthier future for Victoria’s ecosystems, ensuring
the people, places and wildlife we love can thrive for generations to come.

Thank you for considering my submission.
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Yours sincerely,
Suzanna Shaw

___________________________
This email was sent by Suzanna Shaw via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no‐reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Suzanna provided an email address
which we included in the REPLY‐TO field.

Please reply to Suzanna Shaw at

To learn more about Do Gooder visit
https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dogooder.co%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%
7Cecosystems%40parliament.vic.gov.au%7C1acb828129864b0967f908d84d946c04%7C821af0ec31404137af0e6690
286fb673%7C0%7C0%7C637344647159866084&amp;sdata=hGKyz%2F9tdoLQBXkMYckSNzIdeLJYZ2uTKsWEKtfLYM
w%3D&amp;reserved=0
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit:
https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftools.ietf.org%2Fhtml%2Frfc3834&amp;data
=02%7C01%7Cecosystems%40parliament.vic.gov.au%7C1acb828129864b0967f908d84d946c04%7C821af0ec314041
37af0e6690286fb673%7C0%7C0%7C637344647159876078&amp;sdata=%2Fqp5CP6RtoTBFjUYlwPNGZBd8rjfpVxItP
BIwrbVN3I%3D&amp;reserved=0
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